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Abstract 
The importance of local precompactness has become apparent in theorems of the Ascoli type 
proved by Bentley and Herrlich (1985) in the realm of filter spaces as well as by Wyler (1984) in 
the realm of uniform limit spaces. Here local precompactness is studied in the highly convenient 
setting of semiuniform convergence spaces which form a common generalization of (symmetric) 
limit spaces (and thus of symmetric topological spaces), filter spaces and uniform limit spaces (and 
thus of uniform spaces). It turns out that it leads to a topological universe. Furthermore, locally 
precompact semiuniform convergence spaces are exactly the precompactly generated semiuniform 
convergence spaces, and the relationships to locally compact, compact and precompact semiuniform 
convergence spaces respectively, studied before by Preul3 (1995), are clarified. 0 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently semiuniform convergence spaces have been studied by the author (cf. [8,9]) 
as a common generalization of (symmetric) limit spaces (and thus of symmetric topo- 
logical spaces) as well as of uniform limit spaces (and thus of uniform spaces) with 
many convenient properties such as Cartesian closedness, hereditariness and the fact that 
products of quotients are quotients (cf. also [2]). They form the suitable framework for 
studying continuity, Cauchy continuity and uniform continuity as well as convergence 
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structures in function spaces, namely simple convergence, continuous convergence and 
uniform convergence. 
In this article the localization of precompactness (= total boundedness) is introduced 
in the realm of semiunifotm convergence spaces. It turns out that the category LPC- 
SUConv of locally precompact semiuniform convergence spaces (and uniformly con- 
tinuous maps) is a topological universe (i.e., a topological category which is Cartesian 
closed and hereditary) containing all precompact semiuniform convergence spaces, In 
particular, in a topological universe quotients are finitely productive and hereditary. Fur- 
thermore, LPC-SUConv is the bicoreflective hull of all precompact semiuniform con- 
vergence spaces (formed in SUConv), in other words: a semiuniform convergence space 
is locally precompact iff it is precompactly generated. 
The localization of precompactness is more a topological procedure than a uniform 
one, namely in uniform spaces there is no difference between precompactness and local 
precompactness (cf. Corollary 3.6) whereas in regular topological spaces local precom- 
pactness means local compactness (cf. Corollary 3.4) which differs from compactness (= 
precompactness according to [9, 4.41). 
The significance of local precompactness has been demonstrated by Bentley and Her- 
rlich [3] for filter spaces and by Wyler [14] for uniform limit spaces, namely the men- 
tioned authors proved theorems of the Ascoli type in which local precompactness plays 
an essential role. The terminology of this article corresponds to [1,7]. 
Conventions. 
(1) A filter on a set X is not allowed to contain the empty set 0. 
(2) Subcategories are always assumed to be full and isomorphism-closed. 
2. Some basic definitions and results 
Definition 2.1. 
(1) A semiuniform convergence space is a pair (X, &), where X is a set and Jx a 
set of filters on X x X such that the following are satisfied: 
j: x li E JX for each z E X, 
where k = {A c X: II: E X}, 
6 E 3~ whenever 3 E Jx and F C 6, 
F E JX implies FT- ’ = {F-‘: FE F} E J-x, 
where Fe1 = {(y, xc): (2, y) E F}. 
(UC) 
(UC,> 
W3) 
(2) A semiuniform convergence space (X, Jx) is called diagonal provided that the 
filter (Ax) generated by the diagonal Ax of X x X belongs to &. 
(3) A map f : (X, gx) + (Y, 3~) between semiuniform convergence spaces is called 
unifomzly continuous provided that (f x f ) (J_ ) c 3~. 
(4) The category of semiuniform convergence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) 
is denoted by SUConv. 
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(5) The object class of the full subcategory ULim of SUConv consists of all unifomz 
limit spaces, i.e., of all semiuniform convergence spaces (X, 3~) satisfying the 
following two additional conditions: 
3~~~and~~~xirnply3’n~~~x, 
3’~~xand6~~ximply306~~x 
(whenever 3 o 6 exists, i.e., 
(UC,) 
(UC,) 
F o G = { (2, y): 3.z E X with (z, z) E G and (z, y) E F} # 0 
for every F E .T’, G E 6), where 3 o 6 denotes the filter generated by the filter 
base {F o G: F E 3 and G E G}. 
Remark 2.2. 
(1) The category Unif of uniform spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) in the sense 
of Weil [13] can be nicely embedded into the category SUConv, namely, Unif is 
isomorphic to the full subcategory PrULii of ULim whose object class consists 
of all principal uniform limit spaces (a uniform limit space (X, Jx) is called a 
principal uniform limit space provided that there is a filter 3 on X x X such that 
JX = [3], where 
[3] = {G: G is a filter on X x X with G 13)). 
Since PrULim is a bireflective subcategory of ULim (cf. [7, 4.2.8.11) and ULim 
is a bireflective subcategory of SUConv (cf. [8, 2.2]), Unif can be embedded into 
SUConv as a bireflective subcategory. 
(2) SUConv is a topological category, in which initial and final structures can be 
easily described (cf., e.g., [9, 2.2.21). 
Definition 2.3. 
(1) A Kent convergence space is a pair (X, q), where X is a set and q C F(X) x X, 
where F(X) denotes the set of all filters on X, such that the following are satisfied: 
(i,z) E q for each CC E X, (Cl) 
(G,z) E q whenever (3,x) E q and 3 c G! (C2) 
(3 n 5, z) E q whenever (3, z) E q. (C3) 
If (X, q) is a Kent convergence space, then we say that 3 E F(X) converges to 
J: E X provided that (3, z) E q. 
(2) A Kent convergence space (X, q) is called symmetric provided that the following 
is satisfied: 
(3’,x) E Q and y E n F imply (3,~) E 4. 
FEF 
(3) A map f : (X, q) + (X’, q’) between Kent convergence spaces is called continuous 
provided that (f(3), f(z)) E q’ for each (3,~) E q. 
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Remark 2.4. 
(1) (a) Every semiuniform convergence space has an underlying (symmetric) Kent 
convergence space (X, qyzx ) defined as follows: 
(5 x) E G/s, * _FflLkEy&,, 
where ~3~ = {‘FI E F(X): ‘H x 3-1 E 3~). 
(b) A semiuniform convergence space (X, Jx) is called a convergence space 
provided that 
Jx = {F E F(X x X): there are some z E X and G E F(X) with 
@ix) E qWx such that 3 > 6 x G}, 
or, in other words, a convergence space is a semiuniform convergence space 
which is generated by all convergent filters. The category Conv of conver- 
gence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) is isomorphic to the category 
KConvs of symmetric Kent convergence spaces (and continuous maps); it is 
a bicoreflective subcategory of SUConv (cf. [9, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.41) and thus 
closed under formation of quotients and coproducts (formed in SUConv). 
(2) If (X, q) is a Kent convergence space, then for each subset A of X we define the 
closure x of A by 
x = (3: E X: there is some 6 E F(X) with (6, x) E q and A E G} 
whereas the topological closure 2’ of A is defined by 
;;i’=n{BcX: B=BandB>A} 
(3) Conv is closed under formation of closed subspaces and products (formed in 
SUConv) [9, 3.131. 
Definition 2.5. A semiuniform convergence space (X, Jx) is called t-regular provided 
that for each _F E 3j, the subfilter p, generated by the filter base of all closed elements 
of .F (i.e., all F E F with F = F or equivalently F = Ft), belongs to 3~. 
Remark 2.6. Every uniform space (= principal uniform limit space) is t-regular. 
Definition 2.7. 
(1) A jltermerotopic space (shortly: ajlter space) is a pair (X, y), where X is a set 
and y c F(X) such that the following are satisfied: 
k E y for each x E X, (1) 
G E y whenever F E y and .F c G. (2) 
(2) A map f : (X, Y) -+ (X’, y’) between filter spaces is called Cuuchy continuous 
provided that the filter f(F) g enerated by {f [F]: F E F} belongs to y’ for each 
FE y. 
(3) The category of filter spaces (and Cauchy continuous maps) is denoted by Fil. 
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Remark 2.8. 
(1) Every semiuniform convergence space (X, Jx) has an underlying filter space 
(X, y~~ ) defined as follows 
The elements of 7~~ are called Jx-Cuuchy~lters 
(2) If a semiuniform convergence space (X, J’x) is called Fil-detemtined provided 
that 
JX = {F E F(X x X): there is some 4 E y~-~ with G x 6 c F} 
(i.e., a semiuniform convergence space (X, J ) x is Fil-determined iff it is ‘gen- 
erated’ by all Jx-Cauchy filters), then the category Fil-D-SUConv of all Fil- 
determined semiuniform convergence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) is 
isomorphic to Fil and a bireflective and bicoreflective subcategory of SUConv 
(cf. [9, 2.41). 
(3) The category Prox of proximity spaces (and S-maps) in the sense of Efremovic 
[5] can be embedded into Fil as a bireflective subcategory (cf. [8, 2.4.11 and 
[7]) whereas the category Conv can be embedded into Fil as a bicoreflective 
subcategory (cf. [9, 2.8, 2.11.3 and 3.21). 
Definition 2.9. 
(1) (a) A filter space (X, y) is called precompact (or totally bounded) provided that 
each ultrafilter U on X belongs to y. 
(b) A semiuniform convergence space (X, Jx) is called precompact (or totally 
bounded) provided that the underlying filter space (X, 7~~) is precompact, 
i.e., each ultrafilter U on X is a Jx-Cauchy filter. 
(2) A semiuniform convergence space (X, Jx) is called complete provided that each 
Jx-Cauchy filter converges in (X, qYgx ). 
(3) (a) A Kent convergence space (X, q) is called compact provided that each ultra- 
filter IA on X converges in (X, q). 
(b) A semiuniform convergence space (X, J ) x is called compact provided that 
the underlying Kent convergence space (X, q?_ ) is compact. 
(4) A subset A of a semiuniform convergence space (X, J’x) is called compact (re- 
spectively precompact) provided that A is compact (respectively precompact) as 
a subspace. 
Proposition 2.10. AJilter space (X, y) is precompact iff,for each$lter F on X there is 
some G E y with F c 6. 
Proposition 2.11. Let f : (X, y) -+ (X’, 7’) be a surjective Cauchy continuous map 
between jilter spaces. If (X, y) is precompact, then (X’, 7’) is precompact. 
Proof. Let F E F(X’). Then f-‘(F) E F(X). By assumption there is some G E y 
with f-‘(F) c G. Thus F = f(f-i(F)) c f(G), where f(G) E 7’. 0 
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Definition 2.12. 
(1) A topological category C, i.e., a concrete category over the category Set of sets 
(and maps) which is initially complete and small-fibered such that all constant 
maps between its objects are morphisms, is called hereditary provided that in 
C final (epi-)sinks are hereditary, i.e., if (fi : Ai + A)icl is a final (epi-)sink 
in C, B is a subspace (= extremal subobject) of A, Bi subspace of Ai with 
underlying set &’ [B] and gi : Bi + B is the corresponding restriction of fi, then 
(gi : Bi + B)i,l is a final (epi-)sink in C too. 
(2) A topological category C is called a topological universe provided that one of the 
following two equivalent conditions is satisfied: 
(a) C is Cartesian closed and hereditary, 
(b) C is Cartesian closed and every C-object A has a one-point extension A* E (Cl, 
i.e., every A E /Cl can be embedded via the addition of a single point 00~ 
into a C-object A* = A U {mA} such that the following holds: for every C- 
morphism f : C -+ A from a subspace C of B into A the function f’ : B -+ A* 
defined by 
f*(b) = 
{ 
f(b), if 13 E C, 
WA, if b $ C, 
is a C-morphism. 
Example 2.13. SUConv, Fil and KConv (= category of Kent convergence spaces) are 
topological universes (cf. [9, 2.141 for further examples). 
3. Locally precompact semiuniform convergence spaces 
Definition 3.1. A semiuniform convergence space (X, 3~) is called locally precom- 
pact (respectively locally compact) provided that each .F E 3~ contains a precompact 
(respectively compact) subset of the product space (X, Jx) x (X, 3~). 
Proposition 3.2. Every locally compact semiuniform convergence space is locally pre- 
compact. 
Proposition 3.3. Let (X, 3~) b e a t-regular complete semiunifomt convergence space. 
If (X, 2~) is locally precompact, then (X, 3~) is locally compact. 
Proof. Let 3 E 3~. Since (X, 3~) is t-regular, p E 3~. By assumption, there is a 
precompact subset H of (X, 3~) x (X, Jx) with H E p. Thus, there is a closed subset 
F of X x X with F E _T and F c H. Consequently, F is precompact (cf. [9, 4.21) and 
complete (cf. [9, 3.12. l]), i.e., F is compact. 0 
Corollary 3.4. A t-regular convergence (in particular a regular topological space) is 
locally precompact iff it is locally compact. 
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Proof. Apply Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. Note that each convergence space is complete 
(cf. [9, 3.71). 0 
Proposition 3.5. 
(1) Let (X, Jx) be a precompact semiuniform convergence space. Then (X, Jx) is 
locally precompact, 
(2) A diagonal semiuniform convergence space (X, J..) is precompact provided that 
it is locally precompact. 
Proof. Analogously to [lo, 3.21. 0 
Corollary 3.6. A principal uniform limit space (= uniform space) is precompact iff it is 
locally precompact. 
Remark 3.7. If a diagonal semiuniform convergence space (X, Jx) is locally compact, 
then it is locally precompact. The inverse implication is true provided that (X, Jx) is 
complete. 
Proposition 3.8. Let (X, ,&) b e a locally precompact semiunifonn convergence space. 
Then the underlying filter space (X,~J~) is locally precompact, i.e., each 3 E yzx 
contains a precompact subset of (X, ~2~). 
Proof. Let 3 E yzx. Then 3 x 3 x Jx, and (by assumption) there is some precompact 
H E 3 x 3, i.e., H > F x F for some F E 3. Since the first projection 
PI : (Xl Jx) x (X, J-x) + (X, Jx) 
is uniformly continuous and therefore Cauchy continuous, it follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.11 that pi [H] > F is precompact and thus F is precompact ([9, 4.31). 0 
Proposition 3.9. Let (X, y) be aJilter space and (X, J7) its corresponding semiuniform 
convergence space, i.e., 
J7 = (3 E F(X x X): there is exists some G E y with 4 x B c 3}, 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) (X, J..) is locally precompact. 
(2) (X, y) is locally precompact, i.e., for each 3 E y there is some F E 3 such that 
F is a precompact subset of (X, y). 
Proof. (1) + (2) Since 73, = y, this implication follows immediately from Proposi- 
tion 3.8. 
(2) + (1) Let G E &. Then there exists some 3 E y with T x 3 c G. By assumption, 
there is some precompact F E 3. Thus, F x F is precompact (cf. 19, 4.31) and belongs 
toG. 0 
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Proposition 3.10. The category LPC-SUConv of locally precompact semiuniform con- 
vergence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) is a bicoreJEective subcategory of SU- 
Conv, where lx : (X, J$) + (X, Jx) is the bicorejlection of (X, J_) E [SUConvl 
with respect to LPC-SUConv provided that 
2; = { 3 E ,17x: there is some F E 3 such that F is a precompact subset of 
(XIJX) x (-Wx)}. 
Proof. Analogously to [lo, 3.61. 0 
Proposition 3.11. LPC-SUConv is closed under formation of jinite products and sub- 
spaces (in SUConv). 
Proof. Cf. [lo, 3.81 and note that in contrast to the situation for compact spaces all 
subspaces (not only the closed ones) of precompact semiuniform convergence spaces are 
precompact. I7 
Theorem 3.12. LPC-SUConv is a topological universe. 
Proof. (1) The fact that LPC-SUConv is a Cartesian closed topological category is 
proved analogously to [ 10, 3.91. 
(2) Since SUConv is hereditary and LPC-SUConv is a bicoreflective subcategory of 
SUConv which is closed under formation of subspaces in SUConv, it follows from [12, 
4.11 that LPC-SUConv is hereditary. 0 
Remark 3.13. 
(1) The power-objects in LPC-SUConv are formed as follows: let X = (X, Jx) and 
Y = (Y, Jy) be locally precompact semiuniform convergence spaces; then the 
power-object Y x is the set [X, Y] of all uniformly continuous maps from X 
into Y endowed with the LPC-SUConv structure 
JG,y = {~JJ E Jx,y: there is some K E 4 such that K is a precompact 
subset of ([X,yl,J~,y) x ([X,Yl,Jx,y)}, 
JX,Y = (4 E F([X, Y] x [X, Y]): q5(3) E JY for each 3 E Jx} 
and +5(3) is the filter generated by {A(F): A E 4, F E 3} with 
A(F) = {(f(a),s(b)): (f,g) E A, (a,b) E F} 
(cf. [9, 7.1.11 and [ll, 5.1(2)1). 
(2) The one-point extensions in LPC-SUConv are formed as follows: let (X, Jx) 
be a locally precompact semiuniform convergence space and X’ = X U {cox} 
with ax $ X; then the one-point extension of (X, 3~) in LPC-SUConv is 
(X’, (J$)*), where 
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(J-i)* = {_F E 3;: h t ere is some F E F such that F is a precompact 
subset of (X*,J$) x (X*,7$)} 
and 
J-g = (1-I E F(X* x X*): there is some _F E JX with p C ‘Ft 
or (X” x {CCX}) U ({xx} x X”) E 1-I} 
u{ccxxoox} 
with F# = {F#: F E F} provided that 
F’ = F u (X* x {wx}) U ({mx} x X*) 
(cf. [2, 15.81 and [12, 4.11). 
Proposition 3.14. The object class of the bicorejlective hull (formed in SUConv) of all 
precompact semiuniform convergence spaces, i.e., the class of all precompactly gener- 
ated semiuniform convergence spaces, consists exactly of all semiuntform convergence 
spaces (X, ,&) for which 3~ is the final SUConv structure with respect to the family 
(5 : (&,JK,) ---f (X,Jx)) f h o t e inclusions of all precompact subspaces of (X, Jx). 
Proof. Analogously to [lo, 3.1 l] 0 
Theorem 3.15. A semiuniform convergence space (X, 3~) is precompactly generated 
if and only if it is locally precompact. 
Proof. Cf. the corresponding proof of 3.12 in [lo]. 0 
4. Final remarks 
Remark 4.1. The category LPC-Fil of locally precompact filter spaces (and Cauchy 
continuous maps) can be embedded into LPC-SUConv as a bicoreflective subcategory 
(namely: if C : SUConv -+ Fil-D-SUConv (EFil) is the bicoreflector assigning to each 
semiuniform convergence space its underlying filter space, then using Proposition 3.8 the 
restriction of C to LPC-SUConv is the desired bicoreflector). Since by Proposition 3.10 
LPC-SUConv is a bicoreflective subcategory of SUConv, LPC-FL1 can also be embedded 
into SUConv as a bicoreflective subcategory. By Proposition 3.11 and [8, 3.81, LPC-Fil 
is closed under formation of finite products and subspaces (both formed in SUConv). 
Consequently, LPC-Fil is a topological universe (use Example 2.13, [6, 2.41 and [ 12, 
4.11. This one has been used by Bentley and Herrlich [3] for proving two theorems of the 
Ascoli type, where Fil is replaced by the isomorphic category Grill of grill-determined 
prenearness spaces. 
Remark 4.2. Local precompactness in uniform limit spaces plays an essential role in 
Wyler’s Ascoli theorem [14, 4.51, where, according to Theorem 3.15, ‘local precompact’ 
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means ‘precompactly generated’. Wyler’s version of the Ascoli theorem is a generaliza- 
tion of Bourbaki’s Ascoli theorem [4, $2, no. 5, thtorkme 21. 
Remark 4.3. The relationships between compactness, precompactness, local compact- 
ness and local precompactness can be summarized by means of the diagram in Fig. 1 
(cf. also [9, 4.4 and 4.51): 
precompact 
A 
/I /I complete \/ 
> c- 
diagonal t-regular 
and 
complete 
diagonal 
Fig. 1. 
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